
Sustaining the
Teaching Profession
through Coaching 
Four online workshops to adopt a
fresh lens, rethink your purpose
and learn innovative tools for a
sustainable teaching profession.

Starts Wednesday
3rd of November
2021



Apply an effective
tool to break
through limiting
assumptions

Discover how to
not interrupt
creative flow for
innovation

Explore the
sustainable impact
of connecting with
purpose

Experience a
pioneering
framework for
meetings

Workshop Outcomes

One bespoke
coaching session
outside of group
workshops

Develop agile
thinking to tackle
polarisation and
'groupthink'



4. What do we need to do to
recognise and detach from
limiting assumptions? 
2 hour workshop

Learn a step by step process to help
you recognise and remove limiting
assumptions / beliefs. 

2. How do we enable
creative thinking to flow
for innovation? 
2 hour workshop

Learn two tools that will enable you
to bring creative flow into your
discussions. 

Overview of Workshops

1. How can connection
with purpose sustain
your role? 
2 hour workshop

Learn how to begin connecting
with your purpose for longevity.

3. What do we need to
consider for improving
the quality of meetings? 
2 hour workshop

Learn a pioneering framework which
you can apply to improve the quality
and productivity of your meetings.  



Executive Coaching, from Henley
Business School
Member of the Association for
Coaching
Post-graduate Certificate in
Education (PGCE) from the University
of Cambridge
Former member of the Society of
Heads, Junior School Heads'
Committee

Kirsty is a dynamic and agile Coach for
behavioural change, inspiring Education
Thought leader and Consultant, Course
Designer and Facilitator and dedicated
Writer for generating curiosity.

Qualifications and Accreditations: 

Kirsty Knowles

MSc in Leadership & Sustainability,
Queens University Belfast
BA in Sport Psychology, Durham
University 
Certified Time to Think Partner
Certified SpotlightPROFILE®
practitioner

With a passion for leadership and
sustainable development, Ciaran has
facilitated several online programmes
aimed at supporting individuals and
leaders to develop psychologically safe
coaching cultures within their
organisations. 

Qualifications and Accrediations:

Ciaran Armstrong

Lead Facilitators

For more information
contact us at:

For more information
contact us at:

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kirsty-knowles-0404/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ciaran-armstrong/
https://www.sustainable-pathways.com/kirsty
mailto:Kirsty@sustainable-pathways.com
https://www.sustainable-pathways.com/ciaran
mailto:ciaran@sustainable-pathways.com


Workshop Schedule

Date Workshop Time

1) 3rd November

How do we enable creative thinking to
flow for innovation? 

2) 10th
November

3) 17th
November

What do we need to do to recognise
and detach from limiting assumptions? 

4) 24th
November

How can connection with purpose
sustain your role? 

Wednesday 16:00 - 18:00 BST

What do we need to consider for
improving the quality of meetings? 

Wednesday 16:00 - 18:00 BST

Wednesday 16:00 - 18:00 BST

Wednesday 16:00 - 18:00 BST

+ 1 Bespoke 60 mins
Coaching Session 



Investment 

Sustaining the Teaching
Profession through
Coaching 

4 x Online workshops 
1 x Bespoke coaching session
Recommended reading & viewing 
Access to course facilitator for
support
Expand your network of similar-
minded educators

Investment: £500

Overview:



“Those who do not have power over the
story that dominates their lives, the power to
retell it, to rethink it, deconstruct it, joke
about it, and change it as times change,
truly are powerless because they cannot
think new thoughts.” 

Salman Rushdie



To book your space, email: 

hello@sustainable-pathways.com 

Once your email has been
received we will be in touch to
discuss next steps. 

For more information, head to:
www.sustainable-pathways.com

https://www.linkedin.com/company/sustainablepathways

